Enriched
connected
digital services
to enhance
customer
engagement

Accelerate
your digital
transformation
with a trusted
partner
Mobile, Cloud technologies and the
Internet of Things (IoT) are enabling
amazing new digital services, from
payments to a host of associated
functions. Worldline can digitally extend
your core business by delivering
innovative, data-driven business
services.
Our solutions, which focus on Mobile
and Connected Object technologies,
provide end-to-end digital B2B2C
transactional services that leverage data
and payments to build digital customer
intimacy and empowerment.
A key actor with over 40 years of
experience, Worldline supports and
contributes to the success of all
businesses and administrative services
in a perpetually evolving market.

Talents
in

countries

Accelerate
time-to-market

The virtuous circle of our
win-win business model
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An end-to-end solution management
for a global service engagement
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Roll-out of the service
Control of deployed solutions and operating systems

RUN

Transactional fees

N
IG
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Expertise and consulting by business developers,
pre-sales and R&D teams
Innovation workshops
Agile approach

Continuous
commitment
to results

A dedicated
business-oriented
project team

Hosting in state-of-the-art infrastructures
Maintenance & monitoring of the solution

Set-up fees

Pro-active change request proposition

BUIL D
Reliable, robust & secure

Conceptualization to transform
business needs into functionalities
Design of the User eXperience interface
Development and integration
of multi-technology and multi-device
tools and applications
Testing and QA to ensure the quality
of the solution
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Worldline
a key player
for connected
life

Initiate the digital transformation of your business with Worldline
to deliver distinct value and improve your brand equity. Worldline
is your partner of choice on the connected vehicle market,
whether you are a vehicle manufacturer or a tier-1 supplier.
To assist you with this transformation, we provide a unique
product range based on our expertise in leading technologies.

An innovative car-based payment
solution with GENIVI®, the new
automotive Operating System
Our next-generation In-Vehicle payment service uses the
GENIVI® automotive operating system which runs on connected
consumers’ cars equipped with recent head units (embedded
tablet in the car dashboard). GENIVI® Alliance provides standards
and an open connectivity platform that accelerates innovative
solutions based on open software for In-Vehicle Infotainment (IVI)
systems and connected vehicles. Our new In-Vehicle payment
seamless drive-thru experience with
an onboard merchant application, including car identification

using beacon devices and automatic launching of the wallet
payment solution from the merchant app hosted in the car
manufacturer’s app store. It allows the driver to pay for goods or
services directly from his connected car securely with a single
click.
Beyond payment, WL Wallet secures the consumer’s digital
identity throughout the entire customer journey to make the
shopping experience seamless, all the while reducing fraud and
increasing security. With WL Trusted Authentication embedded
payments and key wallet interactions. And by integrating loyalty
programs and couponing, or any form of ticketing, it reinforces
your customers’ engagement by giving them access to digital
retail services.

Never miss the
opportunity to sell
online wherever your
customers are
Today, we are not yet in such a connected
world. Sometimes, Internet connectivity
fails and paying with a mobile wallet can
Always-on
Wallet is an innovative wallet app which
launches if no connection is detected (no
3G, 4G or Wi-Fi connection) where the
buyer is shopping. The app detects the
Always-on Wallet gateway by seamlessly
using the Bluetooth interface (Bluetooth
for Android and Bluetooth Low Energy
for iOS). As no pairing is required, the
end-user experience is transparent and
the wallet app always validates the online
payment transaction!

Innovative features
for our mobile strong
authentication solution
To enrich our WL Trusted authentication
solution (Software Secure Element to
protect smartphone user identity), our
R&D department has developed an
additional hardware authentication factor
with hands-free interaction thanks to
the integration of a FIDO-compliant
Bluetooth Low Energy token provided
by Fintech partners. New, seamless
multifactor biometric authentication is
now also available: the “bio typing”, face,
voice and gait recognitions are combined
to strengthen and simplify mobile user
interaction. The combination of all these
strong means of authentication will make
our solution the most reliable on the
market.

Blockchain: a broader
range of possibilities
for secure and forgeryproof IoT transactions
The digital car service book uses
disruptive blockchain technology to record
trace car repairs and services. This reliable
car maintenance book consists of a
peer-to-peer network between car owners’
smartphone apps (Vehicle Relationship
Management apps) or the onboard car
calculator and garages or other service
providers’ apps. Thanks to its Blockchain
capabilities, this car maintenance
book prevents falsified records. The
car servicing history will also provide
unquestionable evidence of the value of
second-hand cars.

Social Care aims to create a network support to enable sustainable social care
and empower independent living for the elderly
Connected Assistance is a networked care platform for patients and their caregivers
(professional and informal) that facilitates remote health monitoring and management to
enhance independent living and a better quality of care at home.
An IoT-centered platform that enables patient health data self-management through
the use of wearables, medical devices and home sensors. Once captured, health data is
securely transmitted to health providers for analysis and monitoring.

Smart Packaging displays
extended digital product
information using mobile
devices

A Mobile or Smartwatch App for the
patient features directs communication
with the caregiver network in case of
emergencies, treatment notifications and
the latest health data records. On the
other hand, the supporting care network
is provided with web-based tools to
monitor and manage patient’s data along
the home care pathway (medication, diet,
medical appointments).

This proof-of-concept, when applied to
pharmaceutical industry packaging, allows every
type of user to see their own personalized package
with additional customized content, thanks to an NFC
tag incorporated into the medicine packs.
For a given product, when tagged with a
smartphone, personalized content is shown which is
adapted to the reader’s role:

The Social Care solution, based on
the Connected Assistance platform, is
aimed at elderly people. It builds a social
assistance ecosystem that enables direct
communication with any member in the
care network and health data remote
monitoring by using a smartphone
application).

• Consumer/Patient: leaflet, recommendations,
related products, etc.
• Pharmacist: additional content for consultancy,
e.g. medicines combination restrictions
• Pharma Sales: point-of-sale data such as #touch,
#buys, #consultancy time, etc.

NFC Tag

Consumer/
Patient

Pharmacist

Pharma Sales

Personalized
package

Personalized
package

Personalized
package

Personalized
content

Additional
“Consultancy/
Advice” content

# Current
Terms of Sale

Personalized
pricing/
promotion

# Sells x Month
# Incidences
on orders
# Technical
support calls

Monitor your assets remotely
to reach 100% uptime!

Simplify
and enrich
payment
With the 4th industrial revolution, Industry
4.0 is tapping the potential of cyber physical
systems, involving entirely new capabilities
for people and machines. Machines are
connected and communicate, generating
vast amounts of data which are source of
value.
With the Communication Platform
powered by Worldline and part of the
Atos Codex suite
to meet the need for the remote service
and maintenance of machines thanks to
data exchange and remote access to the
machines. Your machines can be connected
and exchange information through our
open, powerful and secure platform.
Indeed, the highly scalable Communication
Platform from Worldline, based on Hybrid
Cloud, enables bi-directional data
exchange between machines located
anywhere in the world and the Atos Codex
data analytics or your backend.

With our remote service platform, on-site
maintenance can be reduced to a minimum.
Our solution allows you to provide your customers with the required service in the shortest
possible time, proactively monitoring machines and detecting vulnerabilities before a
failure occurs.
Our platform collects data locally through an optional software agent provided by Worldline
and uploads it to backend which can, in return, send new instructions to machines such as
updates, patches, etc. Data is transferred through our highly secure and configurable
data tunnel. The real-time error detection allows for fast problem solving, with real-time
assistance to on-site service technicians or with the direct remote intervention of experts
on machines via our platform. Access to machines is strictly controlled.
Using Worldline’s Communication Platform enables you to ensure better availability and
minimized downtime of your machines, resulting in concrete cost savings. Moreover,
costs. Finally it allows you to identify usage patterns, optimize and adapt your machines to
their real final usage.

Worldline is developing solutions along
the entire payments value chain. By
innovating constantly to provide the
most advanced solutions, the company
pioneers next-generation secured,
multi-channel, end-to-end solutions for all
businesses and organizations.

Leading the way in
the next generation of
ticketing technology
With a unique blend of knowledge and
resources in both payments and transit
technology, Worldline is playing a major
role in developing ticketing solutions
for the digital generation. Our WL
Tap2Use solution will improve passenger
satisfaction through convenience and
flexibility, while increasing revenues and
reducing costs for transport operators.
With WL Tap2Use and contactless bank
cards, life is so much easier. No need to
pay upfront in order to pre-load a smart
card and no guessing how much credit is
left on it. Passengers just pay as they go,
and keep an eye on their payments.

way to avoid complex transit fare rules
and products, faster access to the transit
network, an easier journey, and the
convenience of using a bank card as a
ticket.
WL Tap2Use is set to have a positive
impact on transport operators,
infrastructure owners, banks – and, of
course, passengers. We are developing it

now by collaborating with partners with
similar ambitions who can help us create
the future for transit payments.
WL Tap2Use can process not only bank
card taps but taps coming from any
other identifiers. On a mobile app, you
can register a bank card, city card ID or a
card license plate to consume any kind of
mobility services seamlessly and to get a
monthly bill with a trusted, correct price!

Reinforce customer
engagement

Cloud for your omnichannel Contact Center
WL Contact is developed and operated
by our experts to ensure the utmost
control and enables Worldline to meet
your needs perfectly with an omnichannel, Cloud-native platform for call
centers which supports both traditional
and digital channels.
New features are now available such as the
integration for the collaboration tool
Circuit by Unify to create an omni-channel
experience with the blending of contact
center and unified communications tool:
all the customer entry points are managed
by this unique consolidated tool. This all-inand makes them more productive as they
can focus on customer relationships rather
than managing tools. Furthermore, the use
of a softphone integrated in WL Contact
naturally increases mobility because it
mobile phones) and your employees
become more reachable and flexible.
Discover a new channel integrated in WL
Contact to enhance visual experience and
support for customers. With the video
channel, new customer journeys are
possible, such as setting an appointment
wherever you or your customers are,
and the interactions are interactive

(through co-browsing, screen sharing,
pointer, drawing and annotations, etc.).
This advanced service helps you to meet
with more clients, reduces travel costs,
facilitates appointment-setting and gives
your agents the possibility to share what
their interlocutors are looking at!
Our calls digitalization demonstration
improves the customer journey and
promotes your digital services and
channels. This solution, made by our
partner DialOnce, converts calls into a
digital interface and helps to raise endusers’ awareness of digital transformation.
It also increases self-care and as a result,
improves value-added calls to call centers.
Brands can now configure autonomous
and/or accompanied customer journeys
and analyze them to improve their level
of information, reachability and of course
customer satisfaction!

Send out massive SMS
campaigns in any
country in the world
Worldline owns a robust and highperformance messaging platform
operating billions of SMS per year for more
than 100 customers worldwide, providing
SMS services, SMS with legal validity, pushapp notifications and email services. This
service could be packaged with our WL
Contact solution.

Delight your customers
by enhancing in-store experiences
your brand from the competition.
Context is driving change in the retail market with the introduction
of new technologies, new challenges and the need to adapt to the
demands of connected consumers. Retailers still focused on omnicloser to the new digital customers’ needs and expectations.
Trying to close this gap, Worldline presents a new smart beacon
device. With this innovative device, retailers and manufacturers can
deploy their marketing campaigns and in-store services without the
Internet connectivity need.
See how Smart Beacons are able to deliver proximity promotions
and rewards based on customer’s context only with BLE connectivity.
Learn with our demos how our smart proximity technology
can improve in-store customer experience providing outstanding
services such as digital queues or location-based ordered
shopping lists.

Our Mobile
Competence
Center with key
competences is able

Social Bot is a real new
channel of interactions
for the brand which
complements Mobile
website and Mobile
apps!

THE CONNECTED CITIZEN SOLUTION

manage the lifecycle
of all mobile projects
for both end-toservices.
Based on our existing assets and
experience, Worldline customizes,
adapts and delivers mobile digital
solutions for key customers within
main market sectors.

A launcher to
help citizens
find apps
related to the
city they are in.

For example, Connected Citizen
aims to provide a common platform
where public institutions and
government bodies can enter
existing information about their
cities through the use of open
data. This makes it possible to
provide citizens and third parties
with online public services,
and to manage operational data
and citizen information within a
controlled environment.

‘‘Connected Citizen will
help city councils enhance
intimacy with citizens. It is
a ‘plug-and-play’ platform
that will connect you with
citizens and give you tools
for setting up a two-way
communication channel.’’

Next2Me
app aims to
give citizens
information on
nearby facilities
and public
amenities.

Instant App is a mobile-based
service which suggests the right
mobile apps according to the user’s
context, profile and demands.
With Instant App, users receive
the apps they require wherever
and whenever they need them,
,
and so benefit from all relevant
notifications, apps suggestions
and discounts that their physical

Feedback
designed
to facilitate
interaction
between
citizens and
the city council,
making it
easier to report
incidents and
suggestions.

Agenda
aims at
promoting
the events
going on
near them.

INSTANT APP

In 2016, lots of announcements in
connection with social media (in
particular from Facebook Messenger
and Skype) have updated image of bots
(conversational agents into social media):
Social Bots allow brands to be connected
to Instant Messaging social media (like
Facebook Messenger) and to have chat
interaction with end-users. Just open your
social media app and find the brand to
start the conversation. It’s now easier for
brands to keep the relationship with their
customers thanks to a Social Bot in their
mobile website: a conversion can restart
whenever they want on this channel.
Come to our booth to challenge and test
“Niko”, our new Social Bot. Play with him,
beat the best players and have your photo
taken at the top of the digital podium.
Discover also how Social Bots is a simple
way of delivering online services (selfcare and self-service with text, image,
video, etc.), a new channel for customer
relationship management and push
information, a way to collect qualified
information and the possibility to be an
intermediary for actual contact centers!

Notes

About Worldline
Worldline [Euronext: WLN] is the European
leader in the payment and transactional
services industry. With innovation at the core
of its DNA, Worldline’s core offerings include
pan-European and domestic Commercial
Acquiring for physical or online businesses,
secured payment transaction processing for
banks and financial institutions, as well as
transactional services in e-Ticketing and for
local and central public agencies. Thanks to
a presence in 30+ countries, Worldline is the
payment partner of choice for merchants,
banks, public transport operators, government
agencies and industrial companies, delivering
cutting-edge digital services. Worldline’s
activities are organized around three axes:
Merchant Services, Financial Services including
equensWorldline and Mobility &
e-Transactional Services. Worldline employs
circa 11,000 people worldwide, with 2018
pro forma revenue of 2.2 billion euros.
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